Aspect-level sentiment classification is a fine-grained sentiment analysis task. It aims to predict the sentiment of a review in different aspects. Recently many works exploit the hierarchical attention network to capture the aspect-specific sentiment information. However, the prior work only attends to use the aspect terms to capture the aspect-specific sentiment information in the text. It may cause the mismatch of sentiment for the aspect-specific when the aspect words are extracted incorrectly. Since the number of aspect words is much more than that sentiment words, some uncommon aspect terms are more difficult to be extracted than uncommon sentiment terms. To solve this problem, we propose a collaborative extraction hierarchical attention network. It consists of two hierarchical attention units, i.e.. One unit extracts the sentiment features by the sentiment attention layer and uses the sentiment features to capture the specific aspect-related sentiment aspect information by the aspect attention layer. The other extracts the aspect features by the aspect attention layer and uses the aspect features to help capture the aspect-specific sentiment information by the sentiment attention layer. Moreover, we use the SemEval competition data set to verify our approach. The experiment shows that our approach achieves better performance than the methods which only use aspect features to extract sentiment feature for aspect-level sentiment classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment classification of user-generated reviews is a key technique to comprehend individuals' attitudes on a product or service [1] . With the popularity of E-commerce platforms, the number of user-generated reviews has increased dramatically. Meanwhile, these resources have grown up to be an important basis for our investigation and analysis of products or services. For instance, we can collect users' reviews on a restaurant, analyze users' sentiment tendencies towards the restaurant and infer whether this food is successful and whether it is worth eating. A review usually contains an evaluation of multiple aspects of the restaurant, and users have different feelings about different aspects of the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Maurizio Tucci. restaurant. Therefore, mining and analyzing users' sentiment tendencies towards various aspects of the restaurant can provide us a new chance to understand users' judgments about the restaurant.
The goal of aspect sentiment analysis is to identify the sentiment polarity (negative, neutral, or positive) of a aspectspecific expressed in a comment/review by a reviewer [2] . In the sentence ''The price is unaffordable but the swallow nest is so delicious'', the sentiment expression of the aspect-specific service is negative, and the sentiment expression of the aspect-specific food is positive. By extracting the sentiment preference for the product or service, sellers can understand customers more precisely and comprehensively. It may improve the quality of a product or a service. Using the relationship between sentiment information and aspect information is the key to improve the accuracy of aspect-level sentiment classification. For the aspect-specific ''price'', the related sentiment feature is ''unaffordable''. For the aspect-specific ''food'', the related sentiment feature is ''delicious''. However, traditional sentiment classification methods are hard to extract correctly from multiple aspects of a given text to the related aspect-specific sentiment feature. In recent years, some people propose a model built on the attention mechanism to extract the related sentiment features according to the aspect-specific words and capture the sentiment information. It achieves quite good results [2] , [3] .
In previous studies of sentiment analysis, most of the efforts focus on how to extract the sentiment related to a given aspect, while ignoring the relationship between the aspect and sentiment in the given text. Most of the studies attend to use the aspect terms to capture the aspect-specific sentiment information in the text. However, the incorrect aspect feature extraction will result in a sentiment mismatch. This is because the number of aspect words is far more than sentiment words and some uncommon aspect terms are more difficult to be extracted. For example, in ''The price is unaffordable but the swallow nest is so delicious'', the uncommon words ''swallow nest'' cannot be extracted under the guidance of the aspect ''food'', which may result in incorrect polarity prediction.
Nevertheless, it is easier to use the sentiment terms to help capture the specific-sentiment aspect information in the text and make the correct prediction. In fact, for many descriptive words that express sentiment information, they can directly reflect the aspect information of descriptive words. For example, the aspect information of the sentiment word ''unaffordable'' is ''price'', and the aspect information of the sentiment word ''delicious'' is ''food''. Besides, in a given text, there is a positional relationship between sentiment and aspect information, and the closer their positions are, the more likely it is that sentiment information will be expressed as the sentiment in the given aspect.
We list some existing research for aspect sentiment classification in Table 1 , where ''Position'' denotes the model considering the position information between aspect terms and sentiment terms, ''Aspect→Sentiment'' and ''Sentiment→Aspect'' means the model considering using aspect features to help extract sentiment features and using sentiment features to help extract aspect features respectively. As far as we know, we may be the first to use the sentiment feature to guide the extraction of the aspect feature.
Bas on the above ideas, we propose a Collaborative Extraction HiErarchical ATtention network (hereafter CE-HEAT) to solve this issue. It consists of two hierarchical attention units, i.e., the sentiment-guided aspect extraction unit and the aspect-guided sentiment extraction unit. Each unit consists of an aspect attention layer and a sentiment attention layer. The sentiment-guided aspect extraction unit extracts firstly the sentiment feature by the sentiment attention layer and then uses the sentiment feature to capture the aspect-related sentiment aspect information by aspect attention layer. The aspect-guided sentiment extraction unit extracts firstly the aspect features by aspect attention layer and then uses the aspect features to capture the aspect-specific sentiment information by the sentiment attention layer. The most important thing is to learn the potential relationship between aspect and sentiment.
The rest of our paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related works. Section 3 presents the problem statement of the model. The detailed description of the model is given in section 4. Section 5 presents extensive experiments to justify the effectiveness of our proposals. Finally this work and its future direction are included in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
In early aspect level sentiment analysis methods [10] , [11] , the extraction of aspect feature and sentiment feature are captured separately and then combines the two features. Usually, the methods such as sequence labelling are used first, which extract sentiment information through traditional sentiment classification algorithms [12] , [13] . The aspect-specific sentiment obtained by these methods is only the sentiment expression of the sentence. It is not the sentiment related to the target aspect, which results in a sentiment mismatch [3] , [14] , [15] . For instance, in Fig. 1 , the given aspect ''price'' is extracted, but the sentiment extracted by the traditional sentiment classification algorithm may be ''so delicious'', which results in a sentiment mismatch.
In recent years, most models use RNN that achieve better performance on aspect level sentiment classification [4] , [5] , [7] , [8] . For instance, Tang et al. [4] use two LSTM to encode the statements from the left and right sides of the aspect words, and then connect the outputs of the two networks as the sentiment related to the target aspect. The threshold neural network is applied to model the syntactic and semantic information of the statement and the context information of the aspect word [5] . Ma et al. [8] implement an interactive attention network to integrate attention from both target and context. These RNN-based models achieve better classification results because RNN has many advantages, such as the LSTM is better at extracting short-range dependencies among words in sentences. However, an approach only uses the RNN-based model can't extract the potential correlation between relatively distant sentiment words and aspect words in complex statements.
Subsequent studies indicate that the introduction of attention mechanisms can help solve this problem [9] , [16] . A complex statement may contain multiple aspect words. Each word in the sentence may be associated with one or more aspects. The phrase in the sentence may also convey sentiment information about a specific aspect. By introducing the attention mechanism, the sentiment feature related to the given aspect can be extracted from a complex statement. For example, Wang et al. [3] proposes the AT-LSTM model based on the attention mechanism (referred to here as AT-LSTM), which extracts the context feature of each word in the text with a one-way LSTM, and then uses the attention network to extract the sentiment features of the text directly under the guidance of the given target aspect vector. However, this model only uses one attention layer to extract sentiment features. While the aspect attention layer extracts unrelated sentiment features, it will result in a sentiment mismatch. Another example, the HiErarchical ATtention network (hereafter HEAT-BiGRU-AS) proposed by Cheng et al. [2] uses a hierarchical attention model to solve the problem by extracting the aspect features and using the aspect features to extract the aspect-specific sentiment information. The experiment achieves better performance. However, due to the large number of aspect terms, the model is not able to identify those uncommon aspects terms well, such as ''chop suey'' and ''swallow nest''. Therefore, the incorrect aspect feature extraction will result in a sentiment mismatch.
Here we propose a CE-HEAT network to solve this problem by using the potential relationship between aspect and sentiment to help each other to extract their features.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The task of aspect-level sentiment classification is to predict the sentiment polarity of the aspect-specific in the sentence. We adopt the most popular definition of aspect and aspect term which gave and used in [2] , [6] , [17] . In the following, we give some definitions first.
Definition 1 (Aspect-related Sentiment Category): An aspect-related sentiment category is a collection of emotions expressed in the same aspect.
Take the restaurant review as an example. In the sentence ''food is delicious and tasty, but the service is slow and rough'', ''delicious'' and ''tasty'' are attributes of the foodSentiment category. ''Slow'' and ''rough'' are attributes of the serviceSentiment category. FoodSentiment and serviceSentiment are all regarded as a kinds of aspectrelated sentiment categories.
Definition 2 (Aspect-related Sentiment Category Term): An aspect-related sentiment category term, also called explicit saspect-related sentiment expression, it is a word or phrase that occurs in the text indicating an aspect-related sentiment category.
An aspect-related sentiment category can express as different aspect-related sentiment category terms in different texts. For example, the foodSentiment category can be mentioned in texts with ''delicious'', ''tasty'' and ''salty''. However, for the serviceSentiment category, it can be mentioned in texts with ''fast'' or ''friendly''.
IV. COLLABORATION EXTRACTION HIERARCHICAL NETWORK
In this section, we present the CE-HEAT network. Firstly, we give an overview of the CE-HEAT network. Then we show the details of each module in the CE-HEAT network. Finally, we will demonstrate the application of this approach on aspect-level sentiment classification.
A. AN OVERVIEW OF THE CE-HEAT NETWORK Fig. 2 is an illustration of the CE-HEAT network that includes three modules. The three modules are as follows:
(1) Input Module. It turns sentence, aspect, and aspectrelated sentiment category into distributing embedding vectors. It captures the features of each word in the sentence.
(2) Collaborative Extraction Module. It consists of two hierarchical attention units and each unit consists of an aspect attention layer and a sentiment attention layer. The sentimentguided aspect extraction unit extracts firstly the sentiment features by the sentiment attention layer and then uses the sentiment features to capture the aspect-related sentiment aspect information by aspect attention layer. The aspectguided sentiment extraction unit extracts firstly the aspect terms by aspect attention layer and then uses the aspect features to capture the aspect-specific sentiment information by the sentiment attention layer.
(3) Sentiment Classification Module. It checks the consistency of the sentiment polarity predicted by the two units of the collaboration extraction module and gives the final sentiment polarity prediction result.
B. INPUT MODULE
The input of the CE-HEAT network includes a sentence, aspect-related sentiment category, and a given aspect.
1) ASPECT AND ASPECT-RELATED SENTIMENT CATEGORY EMBEDDING
Using a matrix a ∈ R d a ×|A| to represent all aspects, where a is the collection of aspects ϕ a i , the embedding vector ϕ a i represents aspect a i , and d a is the dimension of the embedding vector ϕ a i . Matrix s ∈ R d s ×|S| represents all aspect-related sentiment categories, where S is the collection of aspectrelated sentiment categories ϕ s i , the embedding vector ϕ s i represents aspect-related sentiment category S i , and d s is the dimension of embedding vector ϕ s i .
2) TEXT EMBEDDING
For input text T = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n }, the module transforms firstly the text into a matrix of distributed word vectors representations, and then uses a recurrent neural network to extract the contextual feature of each word in the text. The word vectors embedding matrix is E ∈ i d x ×|V | . It is applied to map each word into a distributed word vectors, where d w is the word vector dimension. The input text can be noted as X = e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e |T | . In the experiment, we pre-trained word vectors with a large amount of unsupervised data in the same field and then the pre-trained word vectors are used as the initial parameters of the model for sentiment classification training.
3) RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK SELECTION
After word vectors representation, the module uses a recurrent neural network to extract the contextual features of each word in the sentence for subsequent operations. Both LSTM and GRU have great performance on extracting the contextual features of each word in the sentence. Nevertheless, GRU is better at computing speed and resource occupancy than LSTM. Therefore, we utilize GRU as the recurrent neural network for subsequent tasks. Besides, the contextual features of a word are related to the words that before and after in the sentence, we use BiGRU to extract the context features of each word in the sentence.
C. COLLABORATION EXTRACTION MODULE
The collaboration extraction module consists of two hierarchical attention units and each unit contains an aspect attention layer and a sentiment attention layer. We use the potential relationship between aspect features and sentiment features to help attention layer extract features.
1) LOCATION MASK LAYER
Here is a positional relationship between aspect term and aspect-specific sentiment term. The closer their positions are, the more likely it is that the sentiment information will be expressed as the sentiment in the given aspect. We introduce a location mask layer to calculate the sentiment and aspect attention weights in the hierarchical attention unit more accurately. It represents the location relationship between the aspect-related sentiment category term and aspect term. We use a position matrix M ∈ R |T ×|T | to represent the position relationship between a word and others in the text. The position relationship between two words is as
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |T } and the value M ij is the distance of i, j. The position mask is calculated as
where α is the vector attention weight.
2) THE SENTIMENT-GUIDED ASPECT EXTRACTION UNIT
It extracts firstly the sentiment features by the sentiment attention layer and then uses the sentiment features to capture the aspect-related sentiment aspect information by aspect attention layer. Firstly, the sentiment attention layer extracts the aspectrelated sentiment features in the text under the guidance of a given aspect-related sentiment category. In most cases, the sentiment features in the text are some unique sentiment words that represent the aspect-related sentiment category, such as ''friendly'' for serviceSentiment category, ''delicious'' for foodSentiment category, and so on. 
where W (s) ∈ R d×3 d is the weight matrix parameter, b (s) ∈ R d is the bias vector parameter, u (s) ∈ R d is the weight vector parameter and u (s) T is the transpose of u (S) .
Under the guidance of the given aspect-related sentiment category vector ϕ s , the sentiment attention layer uses the attention mechanism to calculate the weight of each word in expressing the aspect-related sentiment category information. The total weight of the sentiment information of each word in the sentence is 1 as shown in Formula (4),
where exp is the exponential function and α (S) i represents the weight of the word W i which contains the target sentiment information.
The sentiment feature extracted from the sentiment attention layer are the weighted sum of the sentiment features α (S) of all words of the input text, v (s) is defined as i is defined as
while calculating aspect features, we can take the positional relationship between aspect-related sentiment category term, aspect term into account and introduce the position mask layer. The weight of each word on the aspect is defined as
The aspect features v (a) extracted by the aspect attention layer are the weighted sum on the aspect features α (a) of all words in the input text, v (a) is defined as
3) THE ASPECT-GUIDED SENTIMENT EXTRACTION UNIT
It extracts firstly the aspect features by the aspect attention layer and then uses the aspect features to capture the aspectspecific sentiment information by the sentiment attention layer. Firstly, the aspect attention layer extracts the relevant aspect features in the text under the guidance of a given aspect. In most cases, the aspect features in the text are represented by some unique aspects words. ''pizza'' is a part of the food aspect, and ''waitress'' is a part of the service aspect. The aspect attention layer takes the aspect-specific vector α i is defined as
where W (a) ∈ R d×3 d is the weight matrix parameter, b (a) ∈ R d is the bias vector parameter, u (a) ∈ R d is the weight vector parameter and u (a) T is the transpose of u (a) .
Under the guidance of the given aspect vector ϕ a , the aspect attention layer uses the attention mechanism to calculate the weight of each word in expressing the aspect information. The total weight of aspect information of each word in the sentence is also 1, α (a) i is defined as
The aspect features v (a) extracted from the aspect attention layer are the weighted sum of the aspect features α (a) of all words of the input text, v (a) is defined as , . . . , ↔ h (s) (T ) ] ∈ R 2 d×|T | as the input of the sentiment attention layer. Under the guidance of the given aspect vector ϕ a and aspect features v (a) , the sentiment attention layer uses the attention mechanism to calculate the weight of each word in expressing the sentiment information,
while calculating sentiment features, we take the positional relationship between the aspect term and the sentiment term into account, and introduce the position mask layer. The weight of sentiment attention is defined as
The sentiment features v (s) extracted by the sentiment attention layer are the weighted sum on the sentiment features α (s) of all words in the input text. v (s) is defined as
D. SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION MODULE
The sentiment classification module includes two subtasks. The first is to predict the sentiment polarity of the two units in the collaboration extraction module. The second is to check the consistency of the sentiment polarity predicted by the two units of the collaboration extraction module and obtain the final sentiment prediction result.
1) PREDICTION OF SENTIMENT POLARITY
In the expression of sentences, different collocation between sentiment words and aspect words may result in different sentiment polarity. For example, ''hot'' pairs with food the sentiment polarity is positive, but ''hot'' pairs with the circumstance the sentiment polarity is negative. Therefore, in the aspect-guided aspect extraction unit, we take the target aspect-related sentiment category vector ϕ s , v (s) in Formula (14) and the output of aspect attention layer as the input of the sentiment classification module,
where p i 1 is the probability of the ith classification result. In the aspect-guided aspect extraction unit, we take the target aspect vector ϕ a , v (a) in Formula (8) and the output of sentiment attention layer as the input of the sentiment classification module,
.
(18)
2) THE FINAL PREDICTION RESULT OBTAINS BY THE CONSISTENCY TEST
Here we list some examples of the aspect consistency with the given aspect and the aspect-related sentiment category of the input module. ServiceSentiment category is for the sentiment expression of ''service'' and foodSentiment is for the sentiment expression of ''food''. It means they are consistent in aspect category. Therefore, we only need to conduct a consistency test of the sentiment polarity prediction of the two hierarchical attention units. If the two results are the same, we can take it as the final result. However, if the two results are different, we should select the higher probability in p i 1 and p i 2 as the final result.
E. LOSS FUNCTION
The objective function (loss function) is the cross-entropy loss, it defined as
where y is the distribution of the sentence,ŷ is sentiment prediction distribution of the sentence, i is the index of the sentence, j is the index of class, λ is the regularization term, and θ is the parameter set. 
V. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASETS
We use the SemEval competition dataset to evaluate the CE-HEAT network at the sentence level of aspect-level sentiment classification [3] . It includes task 4 of the SemEval 2014 competition, task 12 of SemEval 2015 competition and task 5 of the SemEval 2015 competition. The data set contains user-generated reviews of restaurants and laptops. Each data set contains a target aspect and the aspect-specific sentiment polarity. However, it does not have a aspect-related sentiment category. So we manually mark the aspect-related sentiment category and map it to each aspect-related sentiment category terms. We present the details of the data set in Table 4 , where ''Rest'' means the restaurant domain and ''Lapt'' means the laptop domain.
B. EXPERIMENT SETTING
We train word embeddings on two domain-specific corpora. Following [2] , [3] , we use the Yelp Challenge and the Amazon electronic data set for restaurant domain and laptop domain respectively. Yelp Challenge data set contains 4.1M reviews on restaurants. Amazon electronic data set contains more than 1.5M reviews. We use the Amazon electronic data set for laptop domain. For both corpora, we train 100-dimension word embeddings with the word2vec tool.
We apply the CE-HEAT network in aspect-level sentiment classification. Some parameters initialize by a uniform distribution U(−0.01, 0.01). The dimension of word vectors, aspect, sentiment category embeddings and the size of the hidden layer are 32. We train all models with a batch size of 30 examples, a momentum of 0.9, L2-regularization weight of 0.001 and the initial learning rate are 0.01. In order to reduce the influence of initialization parameters, we train each model three times under different initialization parameters and took the average of the test accuracy as the final result of the model. [3] The model extracts the context features of each word in the text with a one-way LSTM, and then uses the attention network to extract the sentiment features of the text directly under the guidance of the given target aspect vector.
2) HEAT-BiGRU-AS (BiGRU BASED ON HIERARCHICAL ATTENTION NETWORK) [2] The model uses aspect information in the review extracted by the aspect attention layer under the guidance of the target aspect to capture aspect-specific sentiment features.
3) HEAT-BiGRU-SA (BiGRU bASED ON HIERARCHICAL ATTENTION NETWORK)
We propose the model that uses the aspect-related sentiment information in the review extracted by the sentiment attention layer under the guidance of the target sentiment category. Then the aspect attention layer uses it to help extract the aspect features.
4) CE-HEAT-BiGRU (BiGRU BASED ON COLLABORATIVE EXTRACTION HIERARCHICAL ATTENTION NETWORK)
We propose the model which consists of two hierarchical attention units, i.e., it uses the relationship between aspect and sentiment to guide each other to extract their features.
D. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
The results of Table 3 indicate the excellent performance of the CE-HEAT network on aspect-level sentiment classification. We observe the following results: 1) the CE-HEAT network achieves better result than the HEAT model; 2) it can learn the potential relationship between the aspect and sentiment more effectively; 3) it can solve the problem of sentiment mismatch caused by the extraction error of the aspect feature extracted by the aspect attention layer. Besides, we will list some advantages of our model and analyze the limitations of the model.
1) CASE STUDIES
In Figure. 3, we list some correct examples of sentiment polarity prediction of the CE-HEAT network. On the left of the Figure. 3 is the input sentence and the shading color depth of words indicates the weight of the sentiment attention layer. On the right of the Figure. 3 is the tuple lists the target aspect-related sentiment category, aspect and the aspectspecific sentiment polarity. Examples (1)- (6) are examples from restaurant reviews. Example (1) and Example (2) are the same sentences. It includes two categories, priceSentiment and foodSentiment. Giving the priceSentiment category and the price, the model can accurately predict the sentiment polarity of the price. Giving the foodSentiment category and the food, the model can accurately predict the sentiment polarity of the food. Example (3) and Example (4) are two sentences that do not have aspect words and aspect-related sentiment category words. Because of their high frequency of occurrence in the data set, the model can accurately predict the sentiment polarity of such sentences.
2) ERROR ANALYSIS
The CE-HEAT network will make incorrect sentiment polarity prediction for sentences that require reasoning. An example is ''if the price is affordable, it will be a great meal''. It expresses negative sentiment about the meal, our approach can easily extract the sentiment information ''great'' but can not capture the word ''if''. It is the implicit expression of sentiment. For example, in ''Save your money and your time and go somewhere else'', it expresses negative feelings towards the restaurant as a whole, but there are no obvious negative words, it is difficult to make a correct prediction.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the CE-HEAT network achieves a better performance on aspect-level sentiment classification. it can learn the potential relationship between the aspect and sentiment more effectively. It can solve the problems that the sentiment mismatch caused by the incorrect aspect feature extraction.
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